Families Playing Animal Crossing Together: Coping With Video Games During the COVID-19 Pandemic
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Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic was stressful for everyone, particularly for families who had to supervise and support children, facilitate remote schooling, and manage work and home life. We consider how families coped with pandemic-related stress using the video game Animal Crossing: New Horizons. Combining a family coping framework with theorizing about media as a coping tool, this interview study of 27 families (33 parents and 37 children) found that parents and children individual coped with pandemic-related stress with media. Parents engaged in protective buffering of their children with media, taking on individual responsibility to cope with a collective problem. Families engaged in communal coping, whereby media helped the family cope with a collective problem, taking on shared ownership and responsibility. We provide evidence for video games as coping tools, but with the novel consideration of family coping with media.
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During the COVID-19 pandemic, people had to rapidly transition to a lifestyle confined within their homes. In March 2020, the Nintendo Switch game *Animal Crossing: New Horizons* (AC:NH) serendipitously launched and was widely touted as therapeutic during the pandemic (Khan, 2020; Zhu, 2020). This study examines how families use AC:NH to cope with pandemic-related stress both communally and individually, providing an opportunity to understand family coping during the pandemic (Brock & Laifer, 2020; Jones, Yoon, Theiss, Austin, & Lee, 2021). Drawing from media coping research, the novel focus of this study is on individual and family coping with video games.

**Literature Review**

**Context: AC:NH**

Animal Crossing games are part of the life simulation genre (Kim, 2014) where play is repurposed from common activities, re-mediating real life (Apperley, 2006). In their own island, AC:NH players build and decorate cabins through learning skills and using resources. AI “villagers” interact with the player. The primary goal is to increase the island’s “star rating”. However, the game never ends, with smaller goals associated with tasks: gardening, landscaping, fishing, creating clothing, and more. We argue AC:NH facilitates individual and joint coping, throughout the pandemic.

**Coping During Pandemic**

The COVID-19 pandemic has been stressful for individuals and families (Calarco, Anderson, Meanwell, & Knopf, 2020) whom as a unit must cope with pandemic-related stress both individually and together (Verger, Urbanowicz, Shankland, & McAloney-Kocaman, 2021). Coping refers to “thoughts and behaviors used to manage the internal and external demands of situations that are appraised as stressful” (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2004, p. 745). According to their model, people evaluate a stimuli as threatening, challenging, or harmful, and then evaluate if their personal resources are sufficient for dealing with it. If insufficient, they evaluate and implement coping options (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2004). Problem-focused coping seeks to change or eliminate the stressor and emotion-focused coping seeks to reduce or manage the emotional outcomes of a stressor (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2004).

**Levels of coping.** Coping occurs at three levels—individual, social, and communal—based on how individuals and groups appraise the problem or stressor and take on ownership for its management (Afifi, Hutchinson, & Krouse, 2006). Within the theoretical model of coping, these two dimensions are described as appraisal, when others are under consideration and individuals believe they are impacted by others’ stressors, and action, which is behavioral and addresses the responsibility for the stressor (Afifi, Basinger, & Kam, 2020; Basinger, 2018).
The results of the combination of these dimensions manifest in four outcomes: individual coping, protective buffering, social coping, and communal coping. Individual coping is when an individual determines the stressor is “my problem, my responsibility” (Afifi et al., 2006). Protective buffering, or parallelism, is when the stressor is viewed as “our problem, but my responsibility” and is managed individually. This often manifests behaviorally as one attempting to shield another from a stressor (Afifi et al., 2006, 2016), especially for children (Rossetto, 2015; Wilson, Chernichky, Wilkum, & Owlett, 2014). Social coping is “my problem, our responsibility,” whereby individuals seek support or act to share responsibility. Finally, communal coping, “our problem, our responsibility” is when multiple people jointly “own,” appraise, and proactively act upon a stressor together, pooling resources, and building shared resolve (Afifi et al., 2006, 2020; Basinger, 2018; Lyons, Mickelson, Sullivan, & Coyne, 1998). Communal coping has relational functions for development and maintenance (Lyons et al., 1998), can enhance coping efficacy (Afifi et al., 2006) and resilience (Wilson et al., 2014).

Family coping. Families are an important entity for understanding coping and resilience (Hutchinson, Afifi, & Krause, 2007; Masten, 2018). Family coping during the pandemic (Hernandez & Colaner, 2021) is an illustration of the type of stress Afifi et al. (2020) argue is understood well with communal coping, similar to what Afifi et al. (2006) observed in post-divorce families: the entire family is affected, individuals are coping with their own stressors, but they are also attempting to cope as a family. The pandemic is severe and chronic (Liu & Doan, 2020), has much uncertainty (Rettie & Daniels, 2020), and allows opportunities for joint coping. Empirical work includes shared family time and joint activity engagement (Hutchinson, Loy, Kleiber, & Dattilo, 2003, 2007). Spending time together engaging in relaxing activities, including playing games (Hutchinson et al., 2007) can be a form of communal coping. Spending time together allows for relational maintenance and family solidarity and is tied to family resilience (Hutchinson et al., 2007; Masten, 2018), including during the pandemic (Prime, Wade, & Browne, 2020).

Coping with media. Coping tools are instruments that help facilitate coping goals and behaviors (Wolfers & Schneider, 2020), including entertainment media (Prestin & Nabi, 2020; Wolfers & Schneider, 2020), like video games (Reinecke, 2009). Media coping is usually studied at the individual-level. We seek to expand upon theorizing about coping with media to consider individual- and family-level coping. Video games as coping tools during challenge life circumstances is well documented (Caro & Popovac, 2021; Iacovides & Mekler, 2019). Individuals have used video games to cope with pandemic-related stress (Cahill, 2021; Eden, Johnson, Reinecke, & Grady, 2020; Kleinman, Chojnacki, Seif El-Nasr, & El-Nasr, 2021; Nabi, Wolfers, Walter, & Qi, 2021; Nebel & Ninaus, 2020), including AC:NH (Barr & Copeland-Stewart, 2021). Moreover, video games (Barr & Copeland-Stewart, 2021) including AC:NH (Johannes, Vuorre, & Przybyliski, 2021) tied to well-being during the pandemic. We
expand upon theorizing about coping with media to consider both individual and family coping.

**Coping with Video Games.** Video games differ from other media, particularly for coping. The primary difference between coping with video games compared to other media is interactivity, “the possibility for players to manipulate the content and form of a video game and/or the possibility of a continuous information exchange between the user and the game system” (Weber, Behr, & DeMartino, 2014, p. 83). Interactivity influences the user’s experience, arousal, and enjoyment (Bowman & Tamborini, 2012), including mood repair (Rieger, Frischlich, Wulf, Bente, & Kneer, 2015). Animal Crossing games are highly interactive (Kim, 2014; Milne-Plückebaum, 2014). Video games demand greater attention than other forms of media (Bowman, 2021; Weber et al., 2014), which increases affect, and in turn can reduce stress more than other media (Bowman & Tamborini, 2012). While AC:NH is not a high attention game, it does require more attention than traditional media. Finally, emotions manifest differently in video games from other media (Dormann, Whitson, & Neuvians, 2013; Hemenover & Bowman, 2018) and video games can facilitate emotional expression, linked to well-being (Gaetan, Bréjard, & Bonnet, 2016). Emotional expression is an emotion-focused coping behavior that reduces distress, facilitates insight, and affects interpersonal relationships (Kennedy-Moore & Watson, 2001). Animal Crossing games are described as having emotion and affect by design (Cesar, 2020; Kalinowski, 2020).

**Mechanisms of coping.** With regard to coping, Wolfers and Schneider’s (2020) review finds three perspectives used to explain the mechanisms through which video games facilitate coping: stress and coping; mood management and emotional regulation; and media addiction.

Traditional stress and coping research focuses on how video games facilitate coping through recovery of resources (Collins & Cox, 2014; Reinecke, 2009; Reinecke & Rieger, 2021), arguing more interactive media activities like games provide greater recovery experiences. Moreover, video games provide a different kind of opportunity for the mastery and control dimensions of recovery. An element of recovery particularly well supported by video games is sense of control which affords resource restoration (Reinecke, 2009). Control is “a person’s ability to choose an action from two or more options. . . the degree to which a person can decide which activity to pursue during leisure time, as well as when and how to pursue this activity” (Sonnentag & Fritz, 2007, p. 206–207).

Leisure-based coping and recovery promotes relaxation is another mechanism (Hutchinson et al., 2003). Relaxation is a behavioral effort of low activation and increased positive affect is part of emotion-focused coping (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2004), linked to leisure (Hutchinson et al., 2003). Relaxation is part of video game-enabled coping (Reinecke, 2009; Whitaker & Bushman, 2012).

Relaxation is also considered by those that study video games. Mood management (Reinecke, 2016), with media aiding mood optimization, is often linked to enhancing or
repairing versus avoiding or distracting (Bowman & Tamborini, 2015; Plante et al., 2019; Reinecke, 2016; Reinecke et al., 2012; Rieger et al., 2015).

Distraction is an emotional regulation and coping behavior that involves removal from negative affect, often used in mood management (Reinecke, 2016). Media including video games are used for distraction (Caro & Popovac, 2021; Eden et al., 2020; Reinecke et al., 2012; Rieger et al., 2015).

A common focus of video game mood management and coping studies is escapism, the avoidance of reality (Hastall, 2017; Kosa & Uysal, 2020) which is a mechanism for video games to allow for emotional regulation, mood management, respite, and stress coping (Kosa & Uysal, 2020), including during difficult life situations (Iacovides & Mekler, 2019). Escapism has been found to be tied to interpersonal (Jones et al., 2021), media-based (Eden et al., 2020), and video game (Barr & Copeland-Stewart, 2021) pandemic coping. In a uses-and-gratifications study of AC:NH, the related concept of diversion was reported by participants (Ng, 2021).

Another video game mood management emphasis is emotional regulation, with a focus on regulation and choosing stimuli that impact mood. Emotional regulation is related to processes for differentiating, recognizing, and modulating feelings with flexibility, linked to coping (Skinner & Zimmer-Gembeck, 2007), as well as individual and family resilience (Masten, 2018). Adults (Bowman & Tamborini, 2015; Caro & Popovac, 2021; Hemenover & Bowman, 2018; Kosa & Uysal, 2020; Pallavicini, Ferrari, & Mantovani, 2018; Villani et al., 2018) and adolescents (Gaetan et al., 2016) use video games for emotional regulation.

**AC:NH and coping.** Multiple features of AC:NH make it a particularly good video game to facilitate coping. Animal Crossing games are described as leisurely and mundane (Comerford, 2021; Khan, 2020; Kim, 2014; Straznickas, 2020; Zhu, 2020). Playing a game like AC:NH may be tied to some coping behaviors. From a recovery perspective, the relaxing AC:NH atmosphere may facilitate recovery as it helps to replenishing depleted resources. Compared to other games, players have much control over how they play and little pressure to achieve anything in AC:NH. The leisurely atmosphere is likely to facilitate relaxation and calm. From a mood management perspective, Whitaker and Bushman (2012) studied “relaxing video games” that promote calm and positive feelings like AC:NH. The island destination may promote a sense of escape (Kim, 2014).

**Joint coping with video games.** Spending time together, including leisure and playing games, is a form of communal coping (Hutchinson et al., 2003, 2007). We extend this understanding of leisure and coping to playing video games together. A relationship between family video game play and family connectedness exists (Balmford & Davies, 2020; Wang, Taylor, & Sun, 2018). The sociability affordance of video games is well documented, including for coping (Collins & Cox, 2014), especially during difficult life situations (Caro & Popovac, 2021; Iacovides & Mekler, 2019), including the pandemic (Cmentowski & Krüger, 2020; Marston & Kowert, 2020; Nebel & Ninaus,
One study found an association between social actions in AC:NH and decreased levels of loneliness (Lewis, Trojovsky, & Jameson, 2021). During the pandemic, gamers more broadly shifted to joint playing, including with family (Barr & Copeland-Stewart, 2021).

In AC:NH, players can engage in cooperative play in many ways both in-person and online compared to other games and previous Animal Crossing games. Players can interact together in the same physical location with multiple consoles, play together on a single console with different avatars simultaneously, or play together on a single account with the main player and spectators. Players can engage in online multi-player activities like visiting other people’s islands and working together on tasks.

Less research on video games for problem-based coping exists, individual or joint. Problem-focused coping seeks to change or eliminate the stressor (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2004), including through leisure (Hutchinson et al., 2003). Video games were more likely to be used for emotion-focused than problem-focused coping (Reinecke, 2009). Eden et al. (2020) note emotion-focused coping is salient for the pandemic, as problem-focused coping may be challenging due to the pandemic’s scope; although Nabi et al. (2021) consider both coping types.


Families individually and communally cope with their pandemic stress with the video game AC:NH. Our research extends and examines the intersection of individuals and families coping with stress through gaming. In this paper, we aim to answer the following research question: How do families individually and jointly cope with pandemic-related stressors within the AC:NH video game?

Methods

We interviewed 27 families, including 33 parents and 37 children from across the USA between August and October 2020 via Zoom. All study materials and procedures were approved by the University of Washington Human Subjects Division. We used AC:NH social media groups to recruit families with school-aged children playing AC:NH. In addition, we posted recruitment messages on social media. More details on the recruitment and screening process are available from the authors. Participant demographics are available on the project OSF page https://osf.io/678yh/.

Interviews averaged 90 minutes and began with parents and children being interviewed together, then children, concluding with parents interviewed without children present. Interview teams included two of the seven team members, with one
member as lead interviewer and the second member notetaking. Families were compensated with a gift card for $40 USD.

Analysis

We analyzed transcripts of interviews with thematic analysis to give descriptions to observed phenomena (Boyatzis, 1998). Our team developed a framework based on Rentscher’s (2019) assessment of methods used for assessing communal coping, looking at pronoun use in participants’ descriptions, as well as Basinger (2018) for coding for communal coping appraisal suggests emotions like worry can indicate how people appraise ownership and language demonstrating collective ownership. For coping behaviors, we drew from media and coping literature, especially for emotion-focused coping. For problem-based coping, the codes were more emergent and tied to pandemic-specific stressors and problems. We followed a consensus model with multiple coders and discussed any discrepancy between their coded results, aiming to reach a consensus. Family names were given by the researchers, representing game characters. Participants are mentioned with their chosen pseudonyms.

Results

Results are organized by emotion-focused and problem-focused coping behaviors whereby AC:NH is used as a coping tool, and then discuss how behavior manifests at different levels of coping. Pronouns indicating coping level are bolded in the text.

Emotion-Focused Coping

We present participant discussions of emotion-focused coping, as well as mental health stressors tied to the pandemic, their evaluation of the stressors’ ownership and responsibility, as well as coping behaviors with AC:NH. We consider specific types of emotion-focused coping. Pandemic-related stressors that elicited emotion-focused coping were often described as mental health concerns. Many parents expressed worry about both their own and their children’s mental health and emotional state throughout the interviews.

Escapist-Avoidant Coping. Participants mentioned escapism with AC:NH. Many parents both appraised their emotional state as their problem and took ownership of it, citing escape as a coping behavior. Mom Lyla explained, “work was so stressful I was in tears almost every day, transitioning online, and helping my kid transition, and dealing with my husband and I seeing each other 24 hours a day—we’re not used to that—I am kind of emotionally and mentally not in a good place.” Lyla played AC:NH after her child was in bed to “escape from reality.” Mom Meesh said, “There’s something really therapeutic about having your own private island that you can escape to when you can’t
go anywhere so I think it helps in the mental health aspect of what we’re [society] going through now.”

No children discussed escapism and parents did not mention facilitating escape for children. No participants talked about joint escapism.

**Distraction.** Distraction as an individual adult coping behavior has been seen elsewhere (Rossetto, 2015). AC:NH as an individual distraction was a frequent adult refrain in interviews. Mom Ashley said, “It’s a nice diversion, for when I play … I’m not thinking about politics or the economy or my job or any of social or public health issues or anything like that. It’s been a nice diversion so I can zone out and not have doom and gloom in my life… To have this nice little flicker of hope and it’s a nice peaceful idyllic world, unlike the current world.” No children discussed AC:NH as a distraction.

Parents often help children cope through distraction (Prinstein, La Greca, Vernberg, & Silverman, 1996; Rossetto, 2015). AC:NH was used by parents to distract children through protective buffering. Mom Janae described a time when Hazel, 7, wanted to play with unmasked neighbors, against their family’s policy. Hazel was “upset” and “frustrated” and Janae distracted her by offering AC:NH as an alternative. Janae explained for Hazel, AC:NH “would help get her mind off of that fact that she hasn’t played with friends in a long time.”

Parents and children using distraction as a communal coping behavior is common (Hutchinson et al., 2007; Rossetto, 2015), as families described AC:NH to jointly be distracted from pandemic stress. Families shared how AC:NH was a useful activity to center family time and distract from stress. Parent Jesse said, "With everything going on, they [children] needed something they could do together,” then self-corrected, “actually, that we [entire family] could do together.” Mom Flora said, “I’ve long believed that video games can be good for kids as well as adults, and especially during a pandemic… it’s something that we [including her children] can do to keep us from depression.”

**Mood management, emotional regulation, and self-control.** The participants discussed mood management frequently. Relaxation was the most mentioned mood management and emotional regulation feature of AC:NH. Nearly all adults described AC:NH as relaxing, peaceful, calming, or soothing for themselves or children.

Adult individual coping with pandemic-related stress via emotional regulation through relaxation in AC:NH was commonly mentioned: “[AC:NH] just looked so fun and relaxing and as soon as I started playing it, I just felt so relieved of the stress of all of the stuff going on with the pandemic,” Mom Flora said. Many parents both appraised their need to relax as their problem and took ownership of it. Mom Marie appraising her pandemic stress as her own: "I was way stressed out during the whole pandemic and severely I feel like I definitely was depressed and I know I struggled a lot it was just not a happy few months here." She used AC:NH for relaxation, describing it as “stress-free.” She followed, “I would totally claim Animal Crossing as a coping mechanism for me because I was way stressed out during the whole pandemic and I feel like I
definitely was depressed and I know I struggled a lot. It was not a happy few months here.” For Marie, AC:NH was a relaxation coping tool, saying after, “finally I get the kids in bed, I could just play the game for an hour—that was my relaxation.”

Some children used the device to regulate without parental facilitation. Dad Luke described AC:NH as 11-year-old Riley’s “go-to comfort” item. Thirteen-year-old Darlene said she likes AC:NH because “it’s generally laid back and very, like, easy like you don’t have to stress. . . it’s just enjoyable, like very relaxing.”

Calmness. Related to relaxation is using media as a tool to calm down, another form of emotional regulation. Some adults used AC:NH as a way to calm themselves. Mom Zelda is a military spouse who had to quit her job due to the pandemic. She explained she was experiencing emotional challenges and stress, “There’s been a tremendous amount of anxiety… a tremendous amount of worry…what am I gonna do about money, what are we gonna do about the kids in school, what are we gonna do with so many areas of life right now?” Zelda followed saying, “This game has been. . . my soothing. . . it’s been my. . . you know how people read books and crochet and do that sort of stuff? It’s been like that for me. . . it’s been my source of comfort.”

For children, emotional regulation was not tied to relaxation, but to calmness. This is unsurprising, as calmness is common behavior in adolescent emotional regulation (Carthy, Horesh, Apter, & Gross, 2010). Parents are often co-regulators of emotions for children, lacking the developmental capacity to self-regulate (Masten, 2018). This protective buffering occurred when parents used AC:NH to facilitate calmness to help children emotionally regulate. Drouin, McDaniel, Pater, and Toscos (2020) found parents used “screens” to calm children during the pandemic.

No participants discussed using AC:NH as a coping tool for communal emotional regulation.

Emotional expression. Parents and children discussed ways AC:NH allowed them to express emotions, nearly always a communal coping behavior. Some emotional expression behaviors in AC:NH were tied to loss. Some participants had family die from COVID-19, and built memorials or hosted funerals within AC:NH. One family had their business close, and another experienced a job loss. In both cases, the families re-created the physical business within AC:NH. Mom Star had lost her long-time job in a movie theater. She grieved “I personally cried for 3 days” but, as communal coping, Ellie “took it really hard, because she’s eight and I’ve worked there for nine-and-a-half years, so she grew up there. She knew everything. So, I think that playing has definitely helped lessen that pain a bit. It’s been therapeutic. It’s helped with the challenges of everything that has happened.” And within this, they communally coped. “We [mom and daughter] had to deal with that loss and through that loss, I actually turned my basement [in AC:NH] into a movie theater. . . it really kind of worked its way into the game.” They visited the virtual theater often.

Spending Time Together. Spending time together was an emotion-focused coping behavior where communal coping manifested for participants. Spending time together
is not an individual coping behavior and was discussed as communal coping where the entire family discussed the importance for coping. Families co-owned and shared responsibility for the need to spend time together during the pandemic. Families said they both needed a way to connect with each other and to pass the time and acknowledged it was everyone’s responsibility. Nine-year-old Ella explained in AC:NH “we do these things and these events together.” When asked about their favorite AC:NH memory, parents and children shared examples of playing AC:NH together like hide-and-seek, dance routines, and fashion shows.

Participants elaborated on the effect of playing AC:NH on their relationships. Mom Marie explained, “I think it’s fun because it’s something that where we’ve all connected and been able to do together and something different than what we would normally do.” Mom Flora echoed this, saying that playing together in AC:NH “bonded” her and Isabel, 9. Later she elaborated, “I’m actually really grateful for this game because it’s brought us together in a way that is outside of the stress of this pandemic.” Mom Meesh said that AC:NH “really brought us together during a really hard time.” Children also reflected on togetherness.

Some parents of older children said coming together to play AC:NH was unusual. Mom Meesh described that “now they [Danny, 11 and Rose, 12] come down and they want to play with us, they want to spend time with us and I can’t remember the last time, aside from holidays, where our living room was really used by the entire family.” She later mentioned due to AC:NH, “nobody was hiding in their rooms and doing their own thing anymore. It was something that we all wanted to sit in the living room and do together.”

Problem-Focused Coping

Reinecke (2009) found video games were more likely to be used for emotion-focused than problem-focused coping. In our study, there were explicit problems with the pandemic individuals and families had to cope with: keeping busy or being occupied; lack of routines; and limited social interaction. Participants were concerned with more tangible aspects of these problems and how AC:NH helped them cope. These were emergent codes.

Occupation. Being occupied, passing time, and having something to do were frequently noted pandemic problems of families, especially for working parents. In other studies, AC:NH is described as relieving boredom during the pandemic (Seller, 2021).

For individual coping, some adults felt AC:NH gave them something to do for themselves. Mom Mae explained, “it just kind of gave me something to do.” Mom Nicole said AC:NH was “a really good way to busy myself through all of this.”

Keeping children occupied was a protective buffering coping behavior. This pandemic stressor has been well-documented (Calarco et al., 2020). Parents frequently talked about how AC:NH aided them. Many parents indicated self-appraisal of their ownership of the stressor. Dad Steve explained, “I think because of the quarantine, and
we’re all cooped up, we’re [he and spouse] trying to entertain him [Jake, 10] and keep him busy.” He said he was grateful for AC:NH because both he and his wife had to work from home and said Jake’s AC:NH playing has “been almost out of necessity and something that’s really helped our family function.” Mom Gemma would say to Leah, 7, “we [parents] need you to go away for an hour, here’s the Switch.” Mom Ashley had to bring 8-year-old Beatrice with her to the office daily and gave Beatrice AC:NH to play so she was “occupied so I could do my job.” Other researchers have found parents using screens to occupy children during the pandemic (Calarco et al., 2020; Drouin et al., 2020).

While parents acknowledged it was primarily their problem they had to work, they noted the children themselves wanted something to do, a finding echoed by others (Bengtsson, Bom, & Fynbo, 2021), thus the problem was appraised as co-owned. In some families AC:NH giving them something to do was both assessed as a joint-problem and joint-solution. Mom Mae said AC:NH, “just helped us alleviate a lot of boredom.”

**Routines**

Having a routine is a coping behavior (Hutchinson et al., 2007), even through leisure (Hutchinson et al., 2003), tied to both individual and family resilience (Masten, 2018), especially after a crisis (Masten, 2018; Prinstein et al., 1996), like the pandemic (Jones et al., 2021). Family video game playing can provide routine (Gee, Siyahhan, & Cirell, 2017). Playing AC:NH provided adults with a routine for pandemic coping (Barr & Copeland-Stewart, 2021; Comerford, 2021; Kleinman et al., 2021).

Individual coping with routines was noted by parents, who took ownership and responsibility. Mom Janae described her daily tasks as “ritualistic” within her family’s larger daily routine. Dad Steve said he “gravitated” toward the “predictability” of his daily tasks, saying they “add a little bit of routine to your quarantine life.” Mom Flora described her AC:NH tasks as a “daily part of a routine that just helped soothe anxiety.” Many of the parents were explicit about how this was something for them, not their children.

Protective buffering occurred in the study when parents facilitated children having a sense of routine, similar to what Rossetto (2015) found. AC:NH helped parents encourage routine for their children by providing a rhythm and consistency to the day. Dad Steve created a daily family schedule with blocks of AC:NH time.

Hutchinson et al. (2007) found maintaining a routine is a communal coping behavior. The need for a routine was assessed as a jointly owned stressor with joint responsibility. The Wendy family used AC:NH’s daily, weekly, and monthly calendar to structure family routines. Families looked forward to weekly events. Mom Beth noted the weekly fireworks show became a family ritual “that was really fun because we could all do the online play together as a family and just interact through a game but still being together in the same room.”
Social Interaction

The lack of social interaction during the pandemic was evaluated as a problem by adults and children. Adults were concerned about themselves and their children, as others found (Brock & Laifer, 2020). Adults (G. Brown & Greenfield, 2021; Jones et al., 2021; Mikocka-Walus et al., 2020) and children (Cauberghe, Van Wesenbeeck, De Jans, Hudders, & Ponnet, 2021; Drouin et al., 2020) used technology to foster social connection during the pandemic. Families had a myriad of choices of technology to have connections with others, but AC:NH provided them with a more interactive space for socializing.

Individual coping with AC:NH was common for parents to have their own social connections. Mom Star said, “With quarantine, it’s [AC:NH] been a really great way for people to not feel secluded.” Mom Michelle described how AC:NH allowed for safety: “I could go visit other people’s island and it felt you were part of something and being safe and socially distant at the same time.” Mom Flora said, “I have friends that play it and so I regularly have meetings with them where we visit each other’s island and we’re freaking out [about the pandemic] so it’s been replacing the social needs that I have because I’m kind of hanging out with people.”

Mom Marie described it as great because it was for me, a way for me to connect with other people. I’m a stay-at-home mom so my only time that I would really deal with people was going to the grocery store or going to my gym or going to school as a volunteer and then that was all gone. So this [AC:NH] was my biggest outlet for being able to communicate with other people.

Some parents found new social interactions on AC:NH social media groups. Mom Lyla was surprised: “I’m not usually that social with people I don’t know and it’s not like me to join all of these Facebook groups. Maybe that has something to do with the pandemic.”

Occasionally older children facilitated their own social connections via AC:NH. Fifteen-year-old Robert discussed playing AC:NH with his real-life friends: “Hanging out with my friends is something that’s keeping me from going insane in quarantine, so I’m going to take that opportunity to play with my friends.” Adolescents often use social media to cope with pandemic loneliness and anxiety (Bengtsson et al., 2021; Cauberghe et al., 2021).

Another way individuals coped with the lack of social connection with AC:NH was through interacting with the AI villagers. Children spoke at length about their favorite villagers, demonstrating parasocial relationships. Evie, 10, “loves them all so much.” Violet, 14, was concerned about causing pain to notorious entomophobe villager Blathers: “I never have him talk about the bugs because I know he hates bugs.”

Parents too formed parasocial relationships with the villagers. Mom Michelle said, “It was exciting to talk with ‘people,’ which sounds weird, talking with computer characters, but I could have a discussion [with the AI].” Dad Kevin said AC:NH gave
him “an ability to connect even if you were only connecting with AI animals that, that brought a little bit of joy.”

Protective buffering was also commonly found. Parents were concerned about their children’s lack of social interaction and used AC:NH to facilitate connections for children. Although the children’s lack of social interaction was technically the children’s problem, parents felt responsible for facilitating their children’s connection.

Some parents did less direct facilitation and merely encouraged, especially with older children who could have greater ownership over such coping behaviors. This was the case with Riley, 11, in which Dad Luke explained AC:NH was, “very good specifically in breaking social isolation. Above anything else she has maintained friendships and created new friendships using this platform.”

But other parents took greater responsibility for the facilitation of their children’s social connections via AC:NH. From our participants, children played with relatives, “real-life” friends, and sometimes new friends.

Some parents described facilitating their children’s meeting with friends within the AC:NH game like a “playdate.” Mom Flora said for Isabel, 9, having AC:NH playdates with existing friends was “precious to us now because it’s so hard to interact because she doesn’t go to school.”

Communal coping was also found. Participants used AC:NH to facilitate family social engagements with extended family or friends. Cameron, 9, and Olivia, 4, played with relatives, with prompting. Their mom Beth explained her mother-in-law feels AC:NH is “a way to reach the kids even though we can’t be together all of the time, we can be together in the game.”

**Conclusion and Discussion**

In this study, we found families use of AC:NH as a coping tool was reflected in many behaviors at many levels. Emotion-focused coping behaviors included escapism/avoidance, distraction, mood management and emotional regulation with relaxation and calmness, emotional expression, and spending time together. Escapism, distraction, and mood management were consistently an individual coping behavior. Parents exclusively used AC:NH as an escape; no evidence suggests protective buffering, social coping, or communal coping. No children discussed AC:NH as a tool for escape. Distraction was both an individual coping behavior with AC:NH and used in protective buffering, with parents distracting children with AC:NH to help them cope. There was also communal distraction coping. No children discussed using AC:NH as a distraction themselves. Mood management and emotional regulation included both relaxation and calmness, using AC:NH as an individual coping behavior. Some older children described using AC:NH to relax. No evidence of parents using the game to facilitate protective buffering through relaxation existed; however, calmness was mentioned. There was no social or communal coping tied to mood management and emotional regulation. This is not surprising, as it may be difficult to engage in these jointly. Emotional expression through AC:NH was usually discussed as a communal coping
behavior. Finally, spending time together, always a communal coping behavior, was a frequent way families used AC:NH as a coping tool.

Problem-focused coping is less often explored with media and video games. However, we found evidence of AC:NH facilitating coping behaviors tied to problems. All problem-focused coping behaviors were found as individual, protective buffering, and communal coping, although not social coping. Adults used AC:NH to occupy themselves as well as facilitating children being occupied, as protective buffering. Families communally used AC:NH to cope with boredom. Routines in AC:NH were individual, protective buffering, and communal. No children talked about in-game routines as a coping behavior, only adults. Finally, the AC:NH facilitated much-desired social connections for all. Adults and some older children facilitated their own connections, parents facilitated connections for children, and families communally coped with the lack of interaction by using AC:NH to interact as a family with others. This contributes to work on video games and coping by demonstrating coping is not always an individual act.

We contribute to work on family coping by providing media as a coping tool. While research exists on leisure and communal coping, video games are an important part of 21st century leisure. The work on families and video games is theoretically rich. Thus, such a pairing is logical and needed. AC:NH’s design uniquely positions it to be used as a coping tool communally because of the ways it can be played jointly.

This study provides a context for protective buffering. In our interviews, especially with parents alone, ample examples of protective buffering occurred. This aligns with work demonstrating concerns about parental pandemic stress being “contagious” to children (Liu & Doan, 2020). Parents understood children co-owned the problem but felt compelled to take greater responsibility for it. Mom Amy expressed she felt her helping “the kids go through this” was a higher priority than her own coping. “I feel like they’re suffering more than I am and they are more important.” Under circumstances where parental concern for children supersedes concern for themselves, it is unsurprising protective buffering emerges. Evidence exists of parents protectively buffering in other crises (Afifi, Afifi, Merrill, & Nimah, 2016). The pandemic does allow for examination of this among a broader population. We note other work looking at parent–child pandemic relations. While not using a coping framework, work from Avery and Park (2021) looks at how parents engage in what they call protective efficacy, “the perceived ability to complete a task to keep a dependent other safe during a crisis situation” (p. 82).

Finally, the pandemic context is unique, but not isolated. While certainly pandemic studies will proliferate over the coming years, this study can be viewed as an extreme situation whereby individuals and families experienced stress and had to cope. Looking at media coping for families will continue to be important theoretically and pragmatically.

**Limitations**

First, at the time of data collection, the pandemic was ongoing. Although this afforded an opportunity to interview families actively coping, later studies will allow reflection on pandemic coping. Another limitation is we did not ask children directly about coping. This
was an ethical consideration by the research team. We were concerned about the ongoing nature of the pandemic and our inability to provide sufficient trauma-informed debriefing follow-ups, it would be inappropriate. However, post-pandemic, we encourage researchers to work with scholars with expertise in children and trauma to consider the role games like AC:NH played in children’s pandemic coping. There is value in viewing families playing together, similar to Balmford and Davies (2020), but during the pandemic this was difficult. Future research should consider observation to triangulate findings. Moreover, we recruited families from AC:NH social media groups, which indicates they were more involved with AC:NH than other families may be. Thus, these findings may not extend to more casual players. We were unable to access families that had constraints related to pandemic stress and were not available to be interviewed. Finally, problem-focused coping strategies were emergent and led to questions such as why people opted to cope with AC:NH versus other media or avenues. Future research should consider why did families have social interactions in AC:NH versus other platforms.

**Conclusion**

The COVID-19 pandemic was stressful for everyone, and it was particularly stressful for parents. Children too experienced stress and needed ways to cope. We provide evidence for video games as coping tools, but with the novel consideration of communally coping with video games.
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